Why LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation Solutions?
Developed in response to the complex needs of litigators processing high amounts of data, LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation solutions enable you to customize, control, and fully manage all of your litigation data in one place—no matter what discovery software solution you use or how much or how little IT infrastructure you have.

Eliminate Costly Investments
LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions make it possible for you to discover, analyze, and manage large amounts of data—without costly investments in IT infrastructure and staff. Outsourcing data management to one of our secure data centers also allows you to determine the precise budget of your IT services, making it easier to know your costs and recover them. LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions costs are recoverable, unlike the costs of in-house applications, staffing and infrastructure.

Fully Hosted Litigation (Enterprise)
LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions provide an environment for securely hosting litigation and discovery data, and can be fully integrated with any litigation or discovery applications you currently use.

- Storage on demand: Never get caught without sufficient server storage.
- Software-agnostic: Works seamlessly with any application.

Let Us Do the Heavy Lifting
Eliminate the burden of providing in-house support for the management of your discovery and litigation data with LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation solutions.

Key Highlights

**Challenge:** How can law firms meet the growing demands of e-discovery driven by the proliferation of information, data and discovery materials without making cost-prohibitive investments in in-house resources and infrastructure, yet still maintain the control and flexibility that in-house solutions afford?

**Solution:** LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions provide a low-cost, hosted approach to managing your discovery and pre-discovery documents. Unlike competitive offerings, these flexible solutions enable you to maintain control and manage your litigation data. Use LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions to take full advantage of your existing internal resources while enjoying all of the benefits of outsourcing.
How LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions works

LexisNexis Hosted Litigation solutions provide an enterprise-level environment for securely hosting litigation and discovery data and can be fully integrated with any litigation or discovery applications you use. This fully managed solution helps your team organize the data associated with each matter in one easily accessible location. Litigation services including project management, collections, and processing of pre-discovery and discovery documents are also available.

Does your data hosting service understand your business?

At LexisNexis, we have over 35 years of experience providing world-class legal research and hosting solutions to firms just like yours. We have managed data repositories both large and small—from single-lawyer firms to government agencies.

Experience a truly streamlined data management experience from a company that knows exactly how your process works. We know you’re a lawyer—not an IT specialist—and you’d rather be arguing a case than managing a server. So let us do the heavy lifting and let you get back to your case.

For more information about LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation solutions, email HostedLitigation@lexisnexis.com.